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The Swarm
You Have No Idea Whatʼs Coming
Let us talk about fractals for a moment. You know that we live in a fractal reality.
Everything can be scaled up or down. From some sort of beings who wielded gargantuan saws
and colossal mining machines which have left open pit mines such as the Copper and Grand
Canyon in North America, (NORAM) and the stumps of trees which grew as high as six
kilometers; those being the buttes and mesas of the south western United States of America; a
former republic turned into a democratic police state with FEMA camps numbering somewhere in
the neighborhood of 5000. One ‘secret’ camp which was discovered by a researcher who studied
aireal photographs of one of the south western states discovered a huge facility in which it
appears that a working guillotine is in place there. Reports of guillotines having been imported
and distributed here and there in the huge nation were already circulating on the internet a dozen
years ago. Thirty thousand is a number that has been suggested on more than one occasion on
the web. George W. Bush signed into law the right of the state to decapitate people using that
horrible device.
Oh, yeah, we went down another passage in the rabbit hole, so let’s get back to fractals.
You are all aware of these small drone toys that are ever more popular and available.
Indeed Facebook is full of videos made by people who fly those things equipped with tiny cameras.
Today the technology exists, since our scientists and technologists have achieved a very excellent
grip on nano technologies which have now resulted in something so sinister, something so
potentially horrible, unless what you are about to discover deep in this tunnel is stopped, God
Help Us, because we are about to head into very alien territory.
You are all well aware that very dangerous, murderous, internationalists are hell bent on
ridding the planet of a whole lot of people and reduce the population down to a half billion. Indeed
you are all aware of the Georgia Guide Stones by now. So, you are wondering, ‘what does that
have to do with fractals?’
All right, I will tell you. Hold on to your chair.
Fractal, nano technology has enabled nefarious AI weapons technology to produce a very
small, high speed, programmed four propellered drone that contains an explosive and goes
directly to the source of the ‘bad ideas which need to be eradicated.’ Those of us who are
determined to be the expressers of incorrect thoughts are programmed into the tiny computers
within the device; complete with facial recognition and all the other programmable information
about those very bad people that has been gathered into the data base of the Beast of Brussels
whose number is, 666. The explosive carrying grasshopper sized nano bot is independent and
does not require an external operator such as the military drones used over hot spots where
someone needs to be observed or blown apart. The tiny drones have a camera and fly at such a
speed they are much like buzzing hornets which are released in great numbers from airplanes or
the back of a cube van into urban centres where a lot of bad ideas are carried in the minds of
known White Nationalists, for example. Then those buzzing bombs zero in on the forehead of the
politically incorrect citizen; an animal in human skin and blows that hapless victim’s brains
apart and totally destroys those terrible thoughts at their source. This is not the future, this is
now!
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As you all know, Hollywood, for all of its faults, has produced a whole lot of very good
movies; thoughtful films, well produced stories; most especially earlier films, a lot of them in Black
and White. The Kings of Hollywood; a wood from which witches make their wands, being members
of a cult of internationalists are admonished to warn us from time to time with their primary
indoctrination tool. Remember the Terminator series? Of course you do. How can you not?
The Terminator movies revealed robotic slaughter of White humans and the directing AI
called, Skynet. Well, that is no longer a movie fantasy. Killer robots and now swarming head
hunters are real folks and Skynet knows where you are everywhere you and your communication
wafer go: that cell phone that has so many people trapped into electronic devices tuned to
microwaves which cause brain cells to bubble when the wafer is held to the ear for a phone call.
Those smart phones consume a lot of time and money, but, everyone was so well indoctrinated
into desiring communication devices just like what Captain Kirk and Mister Spock used on the
USS Enterprise. Nano tech was part of the story back then.
There are people who want a lot of us dead. We know who they are now. They have been
clearly identified. We know them as Satanic pedophiles who drink the blood of our abducted
children who are scared TO DEATH through ritual torture and murder on altars. These creatures
are not human. Take a good look at Tony Podesta, for example. That thing is not human. Take a
good look at Angela Merkel or Hillary Clinton; any one of them; they are reptiles and members of a
Luciferian belief system which teaches that everyone who is not a member of the cult is a goy; an
animal in human skin and anything can be done to them, now including the swarm of explosive
self directing nanobots that will blow your brains out.
Science Fiction is not sometime in the future anymore, Martha.
The ADL is setting up an AI facility which will monitor ALL communications world wide
looking for their dreaded anti Semites. Anti Semitism is on the rise world wide according to that
and other Jewish organizations; there being somewhere like 4000 or more in the USA alone. The
ADL and B’nai B’rith are two of the more famous ones. Anti Semitism is very bad thought.
However, that thought actually makes no sense. Semitic is a language group spoken by people of
the Middle East, including the ancestors of the nomadic tribes who became part of a collective
grouping that was called, The Jews sometime in the 17th Century when the word, Jew came into
the English lexicon. The majority of human looking beings who call themselves by that moniker
are actually not Semites. Their ancestors did not originate in Palestine but in Khazaria, a huge
kick ass country which everyone was afraid of during those Dark and Middle Ages up until it was
finally over run and divided up sometime in the 12th Century and those dangerous merchants and
artisans drifted into the territories known as Poland and Russia and we known them as the
Azkenazim who comprise about 99% of the professors of Judaism.
Judaism uses three holy books, the Cabala, Talmud, and Torah to organize and impose all
manner of rules and regulations upon the believers. We know that the Talmud teaches that, ‘the
law for the Jew is, he must lie, cheat, steal, and even kill Goyim.’ It further teaches that ‘a girl
goy is filthy after the age of three and may be sodomized. Just as her tears will dry, so will her
virginity return.’ ‘A boy goy is filthy after the age of nine and may be sodomized.’ And so forth.
Do you believe for one moment that creatures who subscribe to such ideas would not use those
swarming killer nano bots on us or to cut our heads off one after another with their French
choppers?
Never forget, the Russian Revolution was a Jewish revolution and during the entire
Bolshevik era up until the death of the Jew, Stalin, more than ONE HUNDRED MILLION White
Christian Russians were murdered in the most brutal manner you can imagine. Read a book on
the methods of the Jew controlled Spanish Inquisition and then go even darker down the rabbit
hole and you will have some idea what Jews are capable of and hence the Swarm nano storm is
not inconceivable. Ah, yes, Martha, we do live in terrible times.
Look for our new website:
Stratophericus.com. Until next time when we meet Down the Rabbit Hole. Have a nice day.
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